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Control of vortex breakdown by addition of near-axis swirl
Hyder S. Husain, Vladimir Shtern, and Fazle Hussain
University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77204-4006

~Received 24 June 2002; accepted 27 August 2002; published 19 December 2002!

We present a new method for controllingvortex breakdown~VB! via addition of co- or
counter-rotation near the axis. Co-rotation is adequate to totally suppress VB, whereas
counter-rotation increases the number and size of VB ‘‘bubbles’’ and makes the flow unsteady. We
study these effects in a closed cylindrical container, in which a rotating end disc drives the base
flow; an independently rotating central rod~with rod radius!disk radius! is employed to control VB.
This flow, being free of ambient disturbances, is well suited for understanding both the VB
mechanism and its control; the present work appears to be the first to study VBcontrol. We develop
and explain our control strategy using flow visualization and simple analytical reasoning. Our
results suggest that an additional co- or counter-rotation, applied near the vortex axis, can be
effective in suppressing or enhancing VB in practical flows. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vortex breakdown~VB!—an abrupt expansion of a slen
der vortex into an axisymmetric ‘‘bubble’’ or a helical flow
pattern1—occurs in many practical flows. VB control~sup-
pression or stimulation! is therefore of fundamental intere
and has important applications, discussed below.

A. Vortex breakdown in practical flows

VB is crucial in delta-wing aircraft, vortex burners, vo
tex reactors, and vortex suction devices. VB on a delta w
causes~i! an abrupt drop in lift,~ii ! an increase in drag, an
~iii ! the development of a rolling moment; these effects c
cause the loss of aircraft control.2 In contrast, VB is benefi-
cial in vortex reactors and burners,3 providing efficient mix-
ing and stable combustion because a VB bubble acts
flame holder. In vortex suction devices, VB helps colle
hazardous emissions.4

In addition to these applications, an induced VB can
stroy wing-tip vortices of a large aircraft, which are haza
ous to trailing aircraft. A control strategy, involving even
strong additional swirl near the vortex axis is feasible a
affordable, as this control is required only during take-
and landing.

While VB control in burners and reactors can be realiz
by an appropriate selection of flow parameters~e.g., swirl-
to-axial velocity ratio! and geometry~e.g., variation of the
wall radius along the axis!, control becomes problematic i
rapidly changing flows, e.g., during aircraft maneuve
~when for safety, VB must be either suppressed comple
or shifted downstream of the wings!. Control of the location
of VB via blowing5 has been based on engineering intuiti
only and appears unrealistic for wing-tip vortices. A fund
2711070-6631/2003/15(2)/271/9/$20.00
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mental basis for VB control is yet to be developed.
The prediction and control of VB is difficult because

many parameters involved, e.g., swirl-to-axial velocity rat
external axial pressure gradient, flow divergence angle,
upstream flow profile.5 Changes in these parameters, as w
as external disturbances, strongly influence VB. Basic
search aimed at developing a VB control strategy require
well-defined and well-controlled flow. This motivates us
choose a confined flow, free of external disturbances.

B. Vortex breakdown in a closed cylinder

There are several advantages to studying VB in a c
fined flow. First, the role of control parameters can be cla
fied in the absence of unpredictable ambient disturban
Second, boundary conditions are well defined, allow
meaningful comparisons of experimental6 and numerical7 re-
sults. Understanding of the flow physics and the means
VB control can then be extended to practical flows, confin
or open.

Escudier’s studies6 in a closed cylindrical container re
vealed a variety of VB patterns and their dependence on
aspect ratioH/Rd and the disk Reynolds number Red

5VdRd
2/n ~n is the kinematic viscosity,H is the cylinder

height,Rd is the cylinder radius, andVd is the angular speed
of the disk!. To explore the VB mechanism, other research
have modified this base flow in different ways. Spohnet al.8

and Younget al.9 studied a flow in a cylinder driven by its
rotating bottom disk, with the top surface being fre
Experimental10 and numerical11,12 studies have employed in
dependent rotation of both end disks. Goldshtiket al.13 and
Bradlaw14 investigated the effects of independent rotation
the bottom disk and the cylinder wall. Pereiraet al.15 re-
placed the rotating disk by a cone. Mullinet al.16 used a
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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cylindrical or conical central body which was stationary
rotating together with the rotating disk. We will discuss th
closest-to-our study at the end of our paper and explain w
our results contradict the conclusions by Mullinet al.16

These works have not addressed VB control, the objectiv
our study.

We study a new means of VB control—by the additi
of near-axis counter-rotation or co-rotation with the help o
thin central rod. In the remainder of the paper we descr
the experimental apparatus and procedure~Sec. II!, examine
the effects of the rod co-rotation~Sec. III! and counter-
rotation~Sec. IV!, compare our findings with those of Mullin
et al.16 ~Sec. V! and summarize the results~Sec. VI!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The experimental apparatus, shown in Fig. 1, consist
a 91.5 cm long glass cylinder of inner radiusRd57.62 cm
and a central rod of radiusRr50.317 cm~subscriptsd andr
refer to the rotating disk and the rod, respectively!. The top
disk and the sidewall of the cylinder are stationary while
bottom disk rotates. The rod and the bottom disk rotate
dependently, either in the same~co-rotation! or opposite
~counter-rotation! directions. Stepping motors control th
disk and rod rotation speeds.

For convenient comparison with prior experimental6 and
numerical7 results, we chose Red52720 andH/Rd53.25. At
these parameter values, the base flow has a steady VB
three vortex rings~denoted asi, ii , and iii in Fig. 2!. A
homogeneous mixture of glycerin~77% by volume! and wa-
ter ~23%! was used at temperature 23.5 °C withn550 cSt.
To control VB, we varied the rod Reynolds numb
Rer ([uV r uRr

2/n) from 0 to 29 for co-rotation and from 0 to
16.5 for counter-rotation;V r is the rod angular velocity.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the flow facility.
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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We visualized the flow by a laser-induced-fluorescen
technique employing a 12-W Ar-ion laser. The laser bea
flared into a sheet of about 0.5 mm thickness, was paralle
a meridional plane of the cylinder. The light sheet w
slightly shifted from the axis to avoid reflection by the ro
and hence obtain clear visualization pictures. A fluoresc
dye ~Fluorescein! dissolved in the glycerin–water solutio
was seeped in through a small hole~1 mm diameter! in the
top disk close to the rod. In addition, to verify the observ
flow pattern, polystyrene particles~5 mm size; specific grav-
ity 1.04, i.e., the particles are nearly neutrally buoya!
mixed with a sample glycerin–water solution, were inject
through a thin tube in the regions of expected near-axis
cations of vortex rings. A comparison with prio
experiments6 and numerical simulations7 showed good
consistency of the flow pattern inferred from flow visualiz
tion.

The stationary rod, being thin (Rr /Rd'0.04), insig-
nificantly changes the base flow, as comparison of Fig
~without the rod! and Fig. 3~a1! ~with the rod! shows. In
both cases, the flow has a steady VB with three vor
rings of nearly the same sizes and locations. In contrast,

FIG. 2. Flow visualization showing three vortex rings~i–iii ! without the
central rod at Red52720 andH/Rd53.25.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Flow visualization~1! and the corresponding
schematics~2! show the effect of co-rotating rod on
vortex breakdown with increasing Rer . ~a! Rer50; ~b!
Rer512; ~c! Rer521; and~d! Rer529. Arrows in the
schematics indicate the flow direction.
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rod rotation significantly affects the flow, as discuss
below.

III. CO-ROTATION

A. Experimental observations

Figure 3 shows how the VB disappears as Rer of the rod
co-rotation increases: the flow patterns are clearly distinc
Rer50 ~a1!, 12 ~b1!, 21 ~c1!, and 29~d1!. The schematics in
the bottom row—Figs. 3~a2!–3~d2!—illustrate our interpre-
tation of the flow pattern~based on the flow obser
vation at different values of Rer as well!. The curves show
stream surfaces outside, at the boundary, and inside the
region.

As Rer increases starting from 0, the lowest vortex ri
~iii) approaches the rod and then vanishes completel
Rer512, while vortex ringsi and ii shrink @compare Figs.
3~a! and 3~b! and note that the change inii is more signifi-
cant than that ini#. As Rer increases from 12 to 21, the ne
vortex ring ~ii ! vanishes while vortexi continues to shrink
@compare Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#. Finally, as Rer reaches 29,
vortex i disappears completely@compare Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#.
With further increase in Rer , no change in the flow topology
occurs while stream surfaces become less wavy~we exam-
ined this up to Rer540!. Also, by introducing polystyrene
particles, we found no VB bubble for Rer.29. Thus, VB
totally disappears at Rer!Red leaving a cone-shaped, nea
axis flow—Fig. 3~d!.
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Sarpkaya17 observed a similar transformation of VB int
a conical wake-like pattern. The flow geometry and dyna
ics are very different in his and our cases: he studied atur-
bulentflow in a diverging vortex tube for a Reynolds numb
two orders of magnitude higher than that in our confin
laminar flow. Despite this difference, the reason for VB di
appearance might be common for both flows: the decreas
the swirl number SN, the ratio of swirl-to-meridional motio
strengths.

There are different definitions of SN~depending on the
flow!, but in all cases, VB occurs as SN exceeds
threshold.18 In the next section we provide some reasoni
why the rod co-rotation decreases SN below the thresh
and thus suppresses VB.

B. Discussion of the mechanism of VB suppression

1. The role of axial pressure gradient

First, we discuss the pressure distribution and start w
the flow without the rod. For the flow without VB, Fig. 4
schematically~based on numerical simulations of Lopez7!
shows~a! the distribution of velocityvz along the axis;~b! a
meridional streamline;~c! a curve of constant circulation~G!;
and ~d! the distribution of pressure differencepw2pa at the
same axial coordinate~indicesw and a denote the sidewal
and the axis!.

Sincevz is zero at the ends~also]vz /]z50 by continu-
ity and the no-slip condition!, the fluid first accelerates an
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Flow characteristics shown schematically wh
only the bottom disk rotates:~a! distribution of axial
velocity vz along the axis;~b! meridional streamline;
~c! circulation contour in the meridional plane; and~d!
distribution of pressure along the axis.
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then decelerates as it flows along the axis. Hence pressu
minimum away from the ends discs—Fig. 4~d!. We argue
that such a pressure distribution is crucial for VB. Accordi
to the simulations of Lopez,7 vf is higher ~by about 10
times! than the radial and axial velocities. Due to thisvf

dominance, the radial pressure distribution is governed
the cyclostrophic balance,]p/]r 5rvf

2 /r . To explain the
pressure distribution in Fig. 4~d!, let us first consider a
z-independent swirling flow, e.g., the Rankine vortex.

2. Pressure distribution in the Rankine vortex

This one-dimensional swirling flow has the solid-bo
type rotation inside the vortex core and the potential-vor
rotation outside,

vf5vfcr /r c for 0<r<r c

and

vf 5 vfcr c /r for r>r c , ~1!

wherer c is the core radius andvfc is the swirl velocity at
r 5r c . Cyclostrophic balance yields that

pa5pw2rvfc
2 , ~2!

wherepw is the pressure at the sidewall~that is close to the
pressure at infinity forRd>r c).

3. Pressure distribution in the container flow

In the closed-cylinder flow, the maximum swirl velocit
in a normal-to-axis cross-section (vfc) andpa depend onz.
In contrast,pw is nearlyz independent for the following rea
son. Consider the contourG5rvf5const—Fig. 4~c!—that
starts at the rim of the rotating disk and terminates on
same disk near the axis. ThisG-contour lies near but outsid
the boundary layer along the walls and the symmetry a
Close to the sidewall, both streamlines andG-contours in the
meridional plane are almost parallel to the sidewall. Then
Bernoulli integral~which can be applied outside the boun
ary layer! yields that pressure is nearly constant along
streamlines in the vicinity of the sidewall~recall that vf

>v r ,r z). Thus, we can treatpw as a constant in~2!, and find
pa by exploring the dependence ofvfc on z.

Where G5r cvfc contour approaches the axis,pa de-
creases according to~2! becausevfc increases. Thus pres
sure attains its minimum near the top of the axis. As theG
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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contour deviates from the axis@Fig. 4~c!#, pa increases be-
causevfc decreases. This unfavorable axial pressure gra
ent, when sufficiently large, causes VB.

The flow again approaches the axis along the converg
~i.e., downstream! part of bubblei in Fig. 2. This conver-
gence results in acceleration of the swirl~‘‘ice-dancer’’ ef-
fect! and in a new local minimum of pressure. Pressure
covery downstream of this minimum can cause the next V
This explains three vortex rings observed in experiments~i–
iii in Fig. 2!. As we argue below, the rod co-rotation d
creases the unfavorable pressure gradient along the axis
thus suppresses VB bubbles. To this end, consider first a
induced by the rod rotation alone.

4. Features of control flow

To better understand how an additional flow affects
base flow, first examine features of the flow driven only
the rod. Both the meridional and swirl components of th
flow provide control effects: the swirl induces centrifug
instability in the counter-rotation case~Sec. IV B! and the
meridional motion suppresses VB in the co-rotation ca
~Sec. III B 5!. The direct contribution of the additional co
rotation is small compared with that of the rod-genera
meridional flow, whose two-cellular pattern is crucial for th
control effect.

Figure 5 shows these two cells in a meridional plane
Rer525. The flow is symmetric with respect to the midd
plane,z5H/2. Figure 6~a! shows the direction of the meridi
onal flow visualized in Fig. 5. This direction is due to th
‘‘wall’’ effect, as explained below.

The centrifugal force and the radial pressure gradient
in balance outside the disk boundary layers. The centrifu
force vanishes at the top and bottom disks due to the no-
condition, while the radial pressure gradient impressed
the disks drives the radial inflow~Ekman layer!. This inflow
turns near the disk center, producing a near-axis jet aw
from the disk. Two such jets collide in the mid-height regio
and yield a radial outflow. As this outflow meets the sidewa
it splits into two streams, upward and downward. Thus,
rod rotation induces a two-cell flow~more cells can appea
due to the centrifugal instability for larger Rer).

This rod-driven flow has a similar streamline pattern~but
with the opposite direction! to the disk-driven flow studied
by Lopez.12 In that case, involving rotation of both disks, th
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Karman ‘‘pump’’ induces thedivergingflow near the disks.
The opposite—converging—flow, induced near the disks b
the rod rotation, is crucial for VB suppression, as we disc
below.

5. Co-rotation of the central rod and disk

Consider now the flow where both the rod and botto
disk rotate in the same direction. Although exact superp
tion of the motions is not expected~since Re is large and th
nonlinear terms of the Navier–Stokes equations are
volved!, the flow patterns shown in Figs. 4~b! and 6~a! are
approximately superimposed, yielding the pattern schem
cally shown in Fig. 6~b!.

FIG. 5. Flow visualization when only the central rod rotates producing
large cells at Rer525, Red50, andH/Rd53.25. Arrows show the flow di-
rection.
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Since the flows in Figs. 4~b! and 6~a! have the same
directions near the top disk, the velocity of the combin
meridional flow is higher@emphasized by double arrow i
Fig. 6~b!# than that shown in either Fig. 4~b! or 6~a!. In
contrast, the opposite directions of the flows in Figs. 4~b! and
6~a! decrease the velocity of the combined meridional flo
near the bottom disk~the disk-induced motion dominates!.
Thus, the rod co-rotation decelerates the meridional fl
near the bottom disk and accelerates near the top disk.

Consider now how the swirl distribution changes. T
weakened meridional flow near the bottom decreases tr
port of angular momentum from the rotating disk, resulti
in a slower swirl near the top. Figure 6~c! schematically
shows contoursG5const in the combined flow. ContourA
(G5G r , whereG r is the circulation value on the rod! starts
at point E2~the intersection point of the bottom disk and th
sidewall! and ends at point E1~the intersection point of the
rod and the top disk!. This contour separates the regio
whereG,G r ~aboveA, e.g., contourB! andG>G r ~belowA,
e.g., contoursC and D!. As G approaches its maximum
value, contours similar toC andD collapse at E2.

According to the cyclostrophic balance, the weaken
swirl decreases the maximum pressure drop@Fig. 6~d!# com-
pared with that shown in Fig. 4~d!. Furthermore, pressur
along the axis tends to be more uniform due to the rod ro
tion that generatesz-independent circulation. This pressu
distribution, being more uniform along the lower part of th
rod, first eliminates the vortex ringiii and thenii as Rer
increases~Fig. 3!.

For bubblei, the swirl number SN plays a key role—VB
occurs only if SN exceeds a threshold~Sec. III B 1!. The rod
rotation decreases SN by intensifying the meridional mot
and by weakening swirl near the top disk. As Rer increases,
SN drops below its threshold, resulting in the disappeara
of bubblei.

Thus, two factors—decrease in the axial pressure gr
ent and in SN—first suppress downstream vortex ringsiii
and ii , and then eventually suppress VB completely as
rod co-rotation increases. In contrast, the rod coun
rotation enhances VB as discussed below.

o

i-

r

FIG. 6. Flow characteristics schemat
cally showing:~a! meridional stream-
lines when only central rod rotates;~b!
meridional streamlines for co-rotating
disk and central rod;~c! circulation
contours,G5const, for~b!; ~d! distri-
bution of pressure along the axis fo
~b!.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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IV. COUNTER-ROTATION

A. Experimental observations

With increasing Rer of the rod counter-rotation, thre
distinct stages occur in the VB dynamics:~I! the vortex rings
enlarge~this is a precursor of the centrifugal instability di
cussed in Sec. IV B!, while the flow remains steady;~II ! the
top flow remains nearly steady, while the bottom flow exh
its a time-periodic oscillation with the repetitive disappe
ance and regeneration of vortex rings;~III ! the entire flow
becomes unsteady with a complex time evolution of all v
tex rings. Figures 7–9 show stages I–III, respectively.

Figure 7 visualizes the change in the VB bubble geo
etry induced by the slow (Rer512! rod counter-rotation
~stage I!. Comparison of Fig. 7 with Fig. 3~a1! ~stationary
rod! reveals that the counter-rotation significantly enlarg
vortex ring iii and shifts it downstream.

Figure 8 illustrates stage II at Rer514.5 by showing
three characteristic phases~a!–~c! of the time-periodic dy-
namics of the downstream rings. Upstream vortex ringi re-
mains nearly steady. In contrast, the downstream rings tr

FIG. 7. Flow visualization for counter-rotating disk and central rod
Rer512, Red52720, andH/Rd53.25.
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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downstream, disappear as they meet the bottom disk~dis-
cussed below!, and new vortices emerge near the height H
The new vortex appears as a blob of dye@as ii in Fig. 8~a!#
that moves away from the axis@Fig. 8~b!# and rolls up@Fig.
8~c!#. Figure 8~d! schematically shows the new-vortex-rin
development via streamline separation from the axis and
connection. The expanding vortex~I–III ! blocks the down-
flow which then penetrates along the axis~IV !.

The previously formed vortex ringsiii and iv @in Fig.
8~a!# move toward the bottom disk~the self-advection of the
rings is opposite to the base flow, but the base flow do
nates!. As the meridional flow decelerates~until stagnation at
the bottom disk!, the rings approach each other@Fig. 8~b!#,
merge@Fig. 8~c!#, and disappear via streamline reconnecti
@which is similar to that in Fig. 8~d!, but in the opposite
sequence—from IV to I#, as the ring approaches the botto
disk. We can say that the ring and the boundary layermerge
since their azimuthal vorticity is of the same sign. The ri
disappearance in the boundary layer is a viscous effect in
low-Re flow.

Figure 9 shows the time evolution at stage
(Rer516.5!. Now the upstream vortex ringi also becomes
strongly unsteady and the number of vortex rings increa
As the entire array of vortex rings~i through iv! moves
downstream, the downstream vortex~iv! approaches the disk
Vortices ii and iii approach each other@Figs. 9~a!–9~c!# and
merge@Figs. 9~d!–9~f!#. This ring dynamics in Fig. 9 is simi-

t

FIG. 8. Flow visualization,~a!–~c!, showing time evolution of vortex break
down bubbles for counter-rotating disk and central rod at Rer514.5; ~d!
schematic of the development of the vortex ringii via separation of stream-
lines from the axis~I–II ! and streamline reconnection~III–IV !.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Flow visualization of the time evolution of vor
tex breakdown bubbles for counter-rotating disk a
central rod at Rer516.5.
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lar to that in Fig, 8. In contrast, the behavior of ringi is quite
different. First, elongation of ringi @Figs. 9~a!–9~c!# occurs
due to nonuniform axial velocities along the rod—the dow
stream part of the ringi moves faster than its upstream pa
~recall that the ringi does not move at all while the ringsii
and iii move downstream in Fig. 8!. After the elongation,
ring i transforms into three~Ni–Niii ; N denotesnewrings! as
Figs. 9~d!–9~f! show. First, ringi becomes a very elongate
vortex pattern extending fromNi to Niii in Fig. 9~d!. Then
this pattern splits into three separated vortices—Ni, Nii, and
Niii @Figs. 9~e! and 9~f!#. As ringsii andiii merge@Figs. 9~d!
and 9~e!# into one, say ringNiv @Fig. 9~f!#, and ringiv dis-
appears in the boundary layer, the flow achieves a pat
close to that in Fig. 9~a! @with the ringsNi–Niv replacing
i–iv#, and the process reiterates.

It is striking that even a weak (Rer!Red) near-axis
counter-rotation can cause dramatic changes in the topo
and in the time dependence of a much stronger outer swir
flow. Compare the effects of co-rotation, which complete
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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suppresses VB at Rer529, with the effects of counter
rotation, which induces strong unsteadiness in the flow
Rer516.5. The formation of multiple traveling vortex ring
essentially diffuses the species concentration away from
axis much more rapidly than the original swirling flow@com-
pare Figs. 3~a1! and 9#. Such a feature is favorable for com
bustion applications and for destroying wing-tip vortices
aircraft.

Now we discuss how the counter-rotation induces
flow instability.

B. Discussion of the counter-rotation effect

Here we attempt to explain why the rod counter-rotati
produces the unsteady flow in contrast to the steady flow
rod co-rotation at the same values of Red and Rer ~as well as
without the rod or with the stationary rod!. The reason lies in
the different stability features of the co- and counter-rotat
flows as explained below.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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The appearance of VB bubbles is a manifestation of
ternal flow separation—separation of streamlines from
axis causing the reversal of the axial velocity—which c
occur without instability. In the case when there is no rod a
only an end disk rotates, numerical simulations of the b
flow and studies of its stability19 clearly show this. The in-
stability, in general, occurs at a different Reynolds num
than that for the appearance of VB and leads to a tim
oscillating flow not necessarily involving VB. These theore
ical predictions19 as well as the following studies o
three-dimensional instabilities,20–22 flow topology,23 and
bifurcations24 agree with experimental observations. Rang
of Red for which VB and the instability occur may overlap o
separate depending onH/Rd .

We reiterate that the change in flow topology related
the appearance or disappearance of~axisymmetric and
steady! VB bubbles can occur without any instability an
bifurcation. In contrast, the transition from steady to tim
oscillating flows always develops via instability and~Hopf!
bifurcation. Also, the merger of vortex rings~e.g.,ii andiii in
Fig. 9! may involve the secondary~subharmonic! instability.
Both of these features—oscillations and merger—appear
to the rod counter-rotation that, therefore, stimulates insta
ity.

In our experiment, whereH/Rd and Red are fixed, the
critical Reynolds number for the instability depends only
the rod rotation. We view that the instability mechanism
counter-rotation is centrifugal. According to the Rayleigh c
terion, G2 must increase with the distance from the axis~r!
for the centrifugal stability of a swirling flow. The near-ax
flows without the rod, with the stationary rod, and with t
co-rotating rod satisfy the Rayleigh condition while the flo
with the counter-rotating roddoes notsatisfy, as Fig. 10 il-
lustrates. It is important thatG changes its sign in the
counter-rotation case, and, therefore,G2 first decreases to
zero and then increases asr increases~curve 4 in Fig. 10!. As
Rer increases, the decrease inG2(r ) near the rod become
stronger resulting in the centrifugal instability. This instab
ity indeed occurs near the rod, as Fig. 8 shows where rinii

FIG. 10. Schematic of the squared circulation (G2) dependence on the dis
tance from the axisr for a flow without the rod~1! and with the stationary
~2!, co-rotating~3!, and counter-rotating~4! rod.
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appears on the rod and then expands as time increases
The counter-rotational flow studied by us and t

Taylor–Couette flow have common features typical of t
centrifugal instability:~a! radial profile of swirl is favorable
for instability and~b! vortex rings develop. The difference i
that ~I! adjacent Taylor vortices have meridional circulatio
of opposite signs, whereas here the vortex rings have ci
lation of the same sign~which is opposite to that of the bas
flow! and ~II ! the Taylor vortices are steady when they fir
appear, whereas here the vortex rings travel. Both the dif
ences are due to the presence of base meridional flow in
case.

The azimuthal vorticity produced near the rod due
no-slip is opposite to that away from the rod. This disallo
near-axis vortex rings having the same direction of mer
onal circulation as produced by the rotating disk, but stim
lates rings of the opposite-to-the-base-flow circulation. T
explains the feature~I!.

Near the axis, the flow direction is opposite to that of t
ring’s self-advection~this makes possible steady rings in
stable flow!. The maximum velocity of upward flow near th
sidewall, by continuity, is smaller than that of downwa
flow near the axis. The higher velocity of the downward flo
and the centrifugal instability induce wave disturbances tr
eling and transporting the vortex rings toward the botto
disk. This explains the feature~II !.

V. DISCUSSION

Here we compare our results with those obtained
Mullin et al.16 and address remarks concerning precede
and contradictory conclusions. Our concept to use a thin
tating rod for VB control25 and some preliminary results26

precede Ref. 16 as our work was completed much ear
Also, the main thrusts are different: we focus on VB cont
while Mullin et al. address the similarity in the appearan
of stagnation points on the free core and near straight
sloped walls.

Mullin et al.16 found that ‘‘the addition of a smal
straight cylinder along the centerline of a cylindrical co
tainer of fluid with one rotating wall has no qualitative effe
on the appearance of stagnation points on the core of indu
vortex. This is true regardless of whether the central cylin
is rotating or stationary.’’

Our results contradict this statement because the ang
velocities of the rod rotation required for VB control a
significantly higher than those used by Mullinet al.16 We
have found that the total VB suppression by co-rotation
curs at the rod-to-disk angular velocity ratioV r /Vd'6
while V r /Vd<1 in Ref. 16. The flow becomes unsteady
uV r /Vdu.3 in our counter- rotation case while Mullinet al.
address no counter-rotation effect.

To achieve VB control in the Mullinet al.case,uV r /Vdu
should be higher than 6 for co-rotation and greater than 3
counter-rotation. The reason is the different parameter
ues: the smaller aspect ratio~1.6 in Ref. 16 vs 3.25 in our
case!, Reynolds number Red ~2000 vs 2720!, and the outer-
to-inner cylinder-radius ratio~10 vs 24!. These differences
make the flow less sensitive to a control action~due to stron-
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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ger viscous diffusion and dissipation! in the Mullin et al.
case. For instance, they did not observe any qualitative
ference between the flows without and with the rod
Rer522 ~that corresponds toR5200 in Ref. 16! while we
observe significant VB suppression even at Rer521 @com-
pare Fig. 3~c1! with Figs. 2 and 3~a1!#.

Our motivation for the parameter choice was to be
close as possible to practical flows~where both Re and as
pect ratio are large! with minimal intrusion ~small rod-to-
disk radius ratio!. For this reason, we used Red and the as-
pect ratio as high as we could reach with steady VB in
facility. Also we chose the rod radius to be close to that
the vortex core. Because of such small radius, the ang
velocity is higher in our case compared with Ref. 16 at
same value of Rer . This explains why VB control require
larger angular velocities than that used by Mullinet al.16

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that an addition of swirl near the axis
a swirling flow is an effective means to either suppress
enhance VB. Here we apply such a control strategy to a fl
in a closed cylinder driven by its rotating disk. A thin centr
rotating rod provides the additional~control! swirl. The flow
appears very sensitive to the direction of rod rotation. C
rotation retains a steady flow, suppresses VB bubbles,
induces a conically diverging near-axis pattern devoid of a
flow reversal near the axis. Counter-rotation makes the fl
unsteady and stimulates the appearance and merger of
eling vortex rings. Simple analytical arguments explain
effect of the co-rotation in terms of decreased unfavora
pressure gradient and the swirl number. We argue
counter-rotation induces the centrifugal instability resulti
in the VB enhancement.

Thus, our study has revealed features which can be
ploited for VB control in practical flows. For example, a
additional co- or counter-rotational swirl applied in the vo
tex core can help to avoid VB over delta wings or to diffu
the long-range trailing vortices of aircraft. In vortex burne
an additional counter-rotating flow induced near the axis
enhance mixing, improve combustion, and reduce harm
emissions. It is clear that in practical systems, rod rotat
may not be feasible. In that case, an additional near-
swirling jet could replace the rod to achieve similar effe
— suppression or stimulation of vortex breakdown.
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